To: Miami Marines

Here is what is new:

Mayor Regalado Makes Restoration of Miami Marine Stadium A Priority

Newly elected Mayor of Miami Tomas Regalado discussed the Marine Stadium in his swearing in ceremony on November 11. Attached is an article about his remarks, which includes the Marine Stadium.

We are extremely delighted that Mayor Regalado has long recognized the importance of the Marine Stadium to Miami and has the vision to make it part of his agenda. This is not a new development. As Commissioner, he participated in numerous events of Friends of Marine Stadium. In fact, even before our group was formed, he was advocating on behalf for the Stadium.

We look forward to working with him, the Miami City Commission and Administration to make this goal a practical reality.

Press And Outreach

We continue to work to generate awareness of our cause. Below is an eight minute segment that appeared on Channel 4, CBS Miami, by reporter Elliot Rodriguez about the Marine Stadium. The segment features documentary footage, live footage shot at the Stadium, and interviews with Hilario Candela and Don Worth. This feed went to markets all over the United States. We are working on more press, both local and national. You can view this by copying and pasting it into your browser.

http://cbs4.com/video/?id=86215@wfor.dayport.com

In addition, we are in the process of "ramping up" our presentations to local organizations. We have recently made (or will make) presentations to the following groups

Rotary Club of Bal Harbour
Rotary Club of Brickell
Black Point Yacht Club
Rotary Club of Key Biscayne
Rotary Club of Miami (upcoming)
Coconut Grove Sailing Club (upcoming)
City of Hialeah Chamber of Commerce (upcoming)

We are now scheduling more presentations. If you know of an organization that might be interested in hearing a presentation about the Marine Stadium, please let us know.
Happy Thanksgiving!

Jorge Hernandez
Becky Roper Matkov
Don Worth
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